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Mexico Accounting Firm ASFICO Joins
PrimeGlobal
Aug. 26, 2020

The Mexico accounting �rm ASFICO has become the newest member in the Latin
America region of PrimeGlobal.

ASFICO is richly experienced in accounting and tax matters and has cultivated long-
term relationships with clients during its seventy-�ve years of service.  The �rm
values trust, loyalty and an ethical approach when delivering professional services,
ensuring clients receive the highest quality assistance in all accounting matters.

Sergio Fernando Zavala Castillo, Managing Partner at ASFICO, stated: “We are happy
to be a part of PrimeGlobal and look forward to collaborating with fellow members
as I believe these relationships are the secret to global growth and mutual success.”

Estefy Pantoja, PrimeGlobal’s Executive Director for Latin America said: “I am excited
to welcome ASFICO as our newest PrimeGlobal member �rm. ASFICO is an
experienced �rm with a rich history and will bring invaluable knowledge and
insight to the association. They are well-respected and deliver high-quality services
that are aligned with their strong values.”
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